Menschen- und umweltgerechte Unternehmensführung

Project description interface Vendoc and AsiX at Schmidhammer
With its 100 employees, Schmidhammer is an absolute leader on a regional level in the planning and
implementation of systems for heating, air conditioning, steam, refrigeration and sanitation and in order to
be able to react to the constantly changing market requirements and to meet the quality demands of
customers, Schmidhammer with foresight relies on IT solutions to support the various company processes.
Vendoc is used as an ERP solution and this is how company resources such as customers, suppliers,
projects, employees and machines are organized.
The management software AsiX is used to support compliance, quality and process management and
occupational safety, through which the management level has training, occupational medicine,
maintenance, legal compliance and the improvement process under control.
Both systems, Vendoc and AsiX, have an API interface and so the internal IT department, in cooperation
with Asix, developed an interface program that keeps the relevant data between Vendoc and AsiX
synchronized.
The networking of the data means time savings, fewer errors and increased legal security, as there is no
redundant input of data. This also increases the efficiency and currency of the existing data.
Feedback from Thilo Mazzarol - IT department at Schmidhammer:
Both Vendoc and AsiX have optimally supported us with the detailed documentation of the interface and
advices during the development of the API interface and through the data exchange we experience a
measurable increase in efficiency, in the quality of the data and thus the legal security of the company.
With just a few clicks, the technicians manage to create a POS plan or an audit report, and the web
applications enable us to distribute information digitally and regardless of the location to the employees,
thus making a significant contribution to environmental protection. This is just one more step in our
comprehensive digitization strategy.
Thanks to the interaction between AsiX and Vendoc, we have the value creation process as well as the
management and support processes under control and can concentrate on the really important
management tasks that are essential for sustainable corporate management.

Would you also like to implement an interface between Vendoc and AsiX?
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